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Structural symbiosis among chromatic and microtonal aggregations 






This dissertation aims to shed light on aspects of harmonic construction in Georges Aperghis' 
Contretemps, a twenty-minute composition for soprano and large ensemble. The foundation of 
this analysis is the hypothesis that the piece is governed by emblematic intervallic aggregations 
while their linear and vertical hypostases are inextricably intertwined with each other, 
formulating global axioms for the harmonic construction of the piece. Through a series of 
reductions and prolongational analyses, the research explores the role of the linear pitch 
aggregations articulated in various instrumental combinations. This analysis uses Allen Forte's 
pitch-class set theory for the representation of the intervallic structures, while 24-tone equal 
temperament (24-TET) serves as a point of reference in organizing the chromatic and microtonal 
pitch aggregations. The continual fusion of chromatic and microtonal entities forges a saturated 
soundscape with, sometimes, indiscernible chordal constructions. Multiple overlapping 
perspectives are possible concerning the global intervallic axioms that underline and determine 
distinct archetypes of chordal structures in the work.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 
My bet, by writing this score, was to release a maximum of energy thanks  
    to the  emergence of this constantly torn and jostled form, while creating  
the illusion of a plausible  dramaturgy.1 
(Georges Aperghis, on Contretemps) 
 
Contretemps is a twenty-minute composition for soprano and large ensemble commissioned by 
the Salzburg Festival and premiered on the 29th of August, in 2006. It was performed by the 
Ensemble Klangforum Wien, with the acclaimed soprano Donatienne Michel-Dansac under the 
baton of Hans Zender.  
As in most of his compositions, Aperghis is pursuing a dramaturgical discourse based on a 
continuum of phrasal displacements and collages. The unfolding of the structure is subject to an 
unpredictable discourse of fragmented events, phrases, and blocks of sonic material that do not 
seem to have a structural relationship. But are not they?  In Contretemps, Aperghis discusses 
about a structural model that is "torn and shaken, while creating the illusion of a plausible 
dramaturgy".2  Is the formal structure of the piece a delusion?  Is it possible to highlight an 
underlined structure of harmonic and intervallic archetypes that are gradually built upon a 
complex network of horizontal and vertical collisions of material?  
Aperghis signifies the presence of a fight among the voice and the instruments while he 
addresses a collision among heterogenous phrasal sequences and the obstruction by fragments 
acting like parasites. He states characteristically: "The piece appears as a fight. Fight between the 
 
1 Mon pari, en écrivant cette partition, était de dégager un maximum d'énergie grâce au devenir de cette forme sans 
cesse déchirée et bousculée, tout en créant l'illusion d'une dramaturgie plausible. Georges Aperghis, 
“Ressources.ircam,” Base De Documentation Sur La Musique Contemporaine, 
http://brahms.ircam.fr/works/work/18929/. 
2 Ibid.  
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voice and the instruments, fight between sequences, fight between parasitic fragments".3  He 
discusses an intentional disruption of linearity in favor of "the unexpected" while the 
manipulation of sequences undergoes profound prevention, deviation, and denial of what has 
already been articulated progressively in the evolution of the structure. He mentions that "the 
linear discourse is …undermined in favor of a spiral, which turns the musical elements, makes 
them confront each other, makes them move, puts them in "to become unexpected". 4  
Is the implementation of those parasitic sequences against a foreseen linear progression of the 
structure?  Can we describe a non-linear progression of the dramaturgy that yet forges ahead to 
the assemblage of un unpredictable formal structure with distinct structural characteristics? And 
if yes, which are the driving forces that unify this complex construct of dramaturgy?  
In Contretemps, every phrasal sequence carries valuable information that can clarify the 
composer's tendencies regarding the harmonic and intervallic structure of the music. This 
analysis describes those tendencies and defines a series of archetypes related to the harmonic 
organization of the piece. In a musical construct of unpredictable phrasal collisions, I believe that 
the composer disperses a series of intervallic and harmonic principles that bring unity and 











Chapter 1: Origins of the analytical approach: Methodology 
 
1. 1 On rhythm and harmony 
 
The goal of this analysis is to describe the intervallic principles and the harmonic correlations 
that emerge throughout the collision of chromatic and microtonal entities. Before discussing 
about the relationships among intervals and harmonic constructs it is essential to describe the 
role of rhythmic structures in the unfolding of the harmonic profile of the piece.  
The construction of Contretemps is primarily based on vertical and adjacent phrasal 
displacements and collisions: collages of heterogenous and distinct sonic blocks. Each one of 
these collages exposes a characteristic rhythmic profile and is a carrier of specific intervallic 
aggregations. Their rhythmic identity can be either in agreement with the metric subdivision of 
the meter or against it, highlighting new temporal frameworks. In some other circumstances we 
may encounter the combination of both, resulting in complex contrapuntal textures, along the 
lines suggested by theorist Wallace Berry, who defines contrapuntal texture as “a condition of 
interlinear interaction involving intervallic content, direction, rhythmic and other qualities, or 
parameters of diversification”. 5 
Contretemps, almost in its entirety, presents a continuum of thirty-second note values, dispersed 
in both small groups and larger phrasal units. Each voice, or stream of musical information, has a 
complementary rhythmic role with the other instrumental voices, either filling out a musical rest 
or compensating the musical activity against a sustained pitch. Arnold Schoenberg has described 
 
5 Wallace Berry, Structural Functions in Music (New York: Dover, 1987), 192. 
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complementary rhythm as a phenomenon where “one voice fills out the gaps in the movement of 
the others, thus maintaining the […] regular subdivision of the measure”.6  
Complementary rhythmic values can be invariable or variable in duration; In the former case 
there is a stream of non-altering values, thus resulting to a regular and steady rhythmic 
continuum. In cases of variable complementary rhythmic values, the energy and rhythmic 
variation of the continuum is irregular and reflects the level of durational variance of the 
complementary values. (Figure 1-1)  
Invariable rhythmic complementarity        Regular continuity 
Variable rhythmic complementarity       Irregular continuity 
Figure 1-1 – two types of rhythmic complementarity 
Figure 1-2 presents a characteristic example of invariable rhythmic complementarity, extracted 
from the beginning of Contretemps. The two instrumental lines fill one another with the same 
rhythmic value formulating a continuum of thirty-second notes. The trumpet reinforces the 
continuity by adding musical information in moments of rest or by inserting attacks in the 
sustained pitches of the saxophone. Figure 1-3 represents the rhythmic reduction of this passage.  
 
Figure 1-2 – excerpt from Contretemps, mm. 6-7, example of rhythmic complementarity 
 
6 Arnold Schoenberg, Fundamentals of Musical Composition, edited by Gerald Strang, with the collaboration of 




Figure 1-3 – mm. 6-7, rhythmic reduction 
Aperghis explores various degrees of temporality via direct and indirect temporal alternations. 
The former indicates the actual change of the tempo as represented in Figure 1-4 whereas the 
latter, defines the alluded temporalities emerging from the vertical and horizontal collisions of 
heterogenous rhythmic units. Figure 1-4, is a characteristic example where the composer 
articulates a new sonic block disrupting the continuum of thirty-second notes established by the 
previous phrasal unites.  We can describe this passage through the notion of variable 
complementarity where new micro-temporalities emerge from the implementation of triplets and 
quintuplets. Figure 1-5 represents the rhythmic reduction of this passage.  
 
Figure 1-4 – excerpt from Contretemps, mm. 19-20, example of rhythmic complementarity 
 
 
Figure 1-5 – mm. 19-20, rhythmic reduction 
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Contretemps introduces a continuum of rhythmic chain complementarities among independent 
sonic streams. Complex contrapuntal textures and polyrhythmic structures derive from indirect 
temporal alternations and variable rhythmic complementarities. The sonic result reflects a 
disruption of the rhythmic regularity, varying the tension of the dramaturgy. This disruption 
supports the sonic complexity and instrumental virtuosity. Figure 1-6 is a characteristic 
polyrhythmic excerpt from Contretemps, that depicts the notion of variable rhythmic 
complementarity where several micro-temporalities emerge from the complex interaction among 
the instrumental lines. Figure 1-7 represents the rhythmic reduction of this passage.  
 




Figure 1-7 – mm. 43-44, rhythmic reduction 
 
Aperghis’ instrumental compositions, in general, adopt analogous approaches in the rhythmic 
domain. In Figure 1-8, an excerpt from Aperghis’ Faux movement (1995) for string trio, both 
phrasal blocks delineate a steady continuum of invariable rhythmic complementarity. 
Interestingly, however, the temporal framework of the second phrase changes drastically as the 
referential sub-division changes to thirty-second-note values. This is a unique example where the 
composer preserves the same global tempo but give the impression of a new temporality by 






Figure 1-8 –excerpt from Faux movement (1995), mm. 3-8 
 
Figure 1-9 – mm. 3-7, rhythmic reduction 
The last example is extracted from the introductory passage of Dark Side (2003) for mezzo-
soprano and ensemble. This represents a hyper-polyrhythmic structure, describing a complex 
soundscape of variable rhythmic complementary interrelationships occurring at the subdivision 
level and promoting a sense of irregular and organic continuity. Figure 1-10 represents the 




Figure 1-10 – mm. 1-9, rhythmic reduction 
 
Aperghis’ approach to rhythm could also be discussed in terms of a commonly used technique 
from the medieval period, implemented to the French motets: the hocket (Latin: hoquetus). 
Patrick Hahn, in the booklet of Aperghis’ CD Contretemps, SEESAW, Parlando, Teeter-totter, 
refers to the beginning of Contretemps as being “reminiscent of an alarm, [where] the trumpet 
threads itself into the hocketing, and one instinctively thinks of the literal origin of ‘hocket’ …as 
a musical term: the hiccup”.7 Figures 1-2 and 1-10 further support this description, and it is the 
notion of rhythmic complementarity, invariant or variant, that also alludes to the hocketing 
effect. Based on this we can distinguish hocketing as regular and irregular; regular as being 
equivalent to the invariant rhythmic complementarity and irregular like variant rhythmic 
complementarity. (Figure 1-11) 
 
7 Patrick Hahn, liner notes for Georges Aperghis,“Aperghis: Contretemps, SEESAW, Parlando, Teeter-totter (C & P 




 Figure 1-11 – correlation between rhythmic complementarity and the hocketing effect  
 
William E. Dalglish in his article, The Hocket In Medieval Polyphony, defines the hocket as “the 
truncation of a melodic line with rests and the distribution of its tones between two or more 
alternating parts”.8 In Contretemps, the equivalent of a fundamental melodic part can be a 
specific intervallic structure or a desired chordal construction that is highlighted in the musical 
texture. This rhythmic phenomenon, along with massive polyrhythmic conglomerates, pervade 
the entire composition projecting an alerted sense of continuity based on the instantaneous, 
rhythmic micro-variations that occur among the instrumental parts. 
The chordal and intervallic structures of the piece undergo continuous rhythmic manipulations 
therefore, rhythmic complementarity or the hocketing effect become the benchmarks of my 
analytical thinking. Complex contrapuntal textures and polyrhythmicity engage linearities with 
verticalities, thus establishing an overall sonority texture, a term used by Berry to describe the 
 




“overall sonorous character [that is] determined by texture (including doublings) and coloration 
(including articulation and intensity of dynamics)”.9 The sonorous character of Aperghis’ 
harmonic constructions is driven by the organic relationship between chromaticism and 
microtonality.  
Among the profound chromatic aggregations that will be further discussed in the succeeding 
chapters, the piece introduces a meticulous approach to microtonality. The use of microtonality 
is limited to the quarter-tone, intervallic micro-division and can be described as 24-tone equal 
temperament 10 (24-TET). This serves as a referential point in describing the relationships among 
the chromatic and microtonal aggregations that appear in the linear unfolding of the music. 
(Figure 1-12) 
  
Figure 1-12 – 24-TET 
 
I believe that Aperghis’ music is not aiming for the projection of microtonal harmonies per se, 
but rather focuses on linear micro-intervallic processes. Those processes can be analyzed as 
microtonal embellishments that expand the structure of archetypical chromatic aggregations with 
meticulous micro-intervallic disruptions that shape a global organic profile in the exposition of 
the musical material. Aperghis uses microtonality to forge the squared notion of chromaticism in 
the same way as rhythmic complementarity and hocketing disrupt rhythmic regularity and 
continuity, as well as highlighting a rather non-squared perception of the linear intervallic 
 
9 Berry, Structural Functions in Music, 192. 





aggregations. Figure 1-13 presents a visual metaphor representing the relationship among 
chromatic and microtonal aggregations as will be described in the harmonic analysis of 
Contretemps. 
 
 Figure 1-13 – visual metaphor; relationship among chromatic and microtonal motion 
 
Figure 1-14 introduces another visual representation of the analogy between rhythmic and 
intervallic manipulation. Chromaticism is matched with invariant rhythmic complementarity or 
regular hocketing and microtonality pairs with variant rhythmic complementarity or irregular 
hocketing. 
 
Figure 1-14 – visual representation of the relationship among chromaticism, microtonality  
and rhythmic complementarity 
 
By considering the use of microtonality as an embellishing tool that expands chromaticism, we 
can identify a pure distinction between chromatic and microtonal entities. This dichotomization 
of the musical material, in chromatic and microtonal, enables us to describe global intervallic and 
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harmonic principles that are hidden in the hyper-chromatic, microtonal, and polyrhythmic 
soundscapes of the music. This promotes the distillation of the musical surface helping us 
describe intervallic prolongation structures and generalized, axiomatic harmonic models that 
characterize the background structure of the piece.  
 
Figure 1-15 – excerpt from Contretemps, mm. 1-11, prolongation description of the linear unfolding of a certain 
intervallic structure  
 
 
Figure 1-15 shows the implementation of this approach. In this excerpt, drawn from the 
introduction of the piece, I first reduce the musical surface by separating the chromatic from the 
microtonal material, then place them in order, and finally highlight a prolongational intervallic 
structure that characterizes the background level of the musical discourse. 
Interval structure:





My goal is to understand similar intervallic structures and pitch aggregations; I argue in favor of 
the inextricable connection among linearities and emerging verticalities in Contretemps. I believe 
that the piece is driven by the gradual formulation of linear chromatic aggregations that finally 




































1. 2 Analytical tools 
To better describe the chromatic pitch collections of the piece we will utilize a theoretical tool 
that promotes a clear categorization of interval classes in atonal music, the Pitch-Class Set theory 
by Allen Forte. The pitch collections or pitch-class sets (pc sets), described in the proceeding 
chapters, will all be considered in their prime form. PC set theory introduces the notion of 
inversional equivalence11; Two pc sets are inversionally equivalent when they undergo the 
processes of inversion and transposition and they are mapped onto each other. (Figure 1.2-16)  
 
 
Figure 1.2-16, inversional equivalence between two pc sets 
 
11 Allen Forte, The Structure of Atonal Music (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), 7. 
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Chapter 2: Phrasal collisions and correlations  
2. 1 Archetypes and aggregations 
The harmonic structure of Contretemps is formulated by the continuous phrasal collages, 
occurring either horizontally or vertically. Each phrasal block has an idiomatic harmonic and 
intervallic profile and it delineates certain pitch collections. The collision among these phrasal 
blocks generates the intervallic archetypes that pervade the piece and affect the gradual 
formulation of the harmonic profile of Contretemps.     
The piece appears to be governed by a characteristic interval structure, the perfect 4th or perfect 
5th. Based on Forte’s theory, we can describe it as [0,5] or [0,7] respectively. It is important to 
mention that both pc sets have the same structural hypostases because they are inversionally 
equivalent to each other. Therefore, they belong to the same interval class (i.c.).12 This interval 
class has an important structural role affecting, as will be described in the proceeding chapter, 
the harmonic cohesion in the piece.    
The piece begins with an emblematic dialogue between the trumpet and the tenor saxophone. 
The linear progression of this duo delineates, macrostructurally, the interval of perfect 4th or pc 
set [0,5]. It is important to mention that this dialogue incorporates some microtonal fluctuations 
the promote a sense of intervallic fluidity between the two instruments. By separating the 
microtonal from the chromatic material, we can describe the ps set [0,5] as being prolonged and 
highlighted in the linear unfolding of this introductory passage. (Figure 2-1)  
 
12 With the term interval class (i.c.) we define the distance between two pitches being enharmonically, inversionally 





Figure 2-1 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 1-10), intervallic reduction 
There are numerous excerpts from the score that prove the importance of this interval class.  
Aperghis utilizes the notion of perfect 4th as the main driving force in designing emblematic 
phrasal and chordal constructions, at focal points throughout the piece. A characteristic example 
is drawn from the vocal line in measures 39-50; a prolongational analysis to this passage reveals 
that the music is governed by the linear and microtonal unfolding of adjacent perfect fourths or 
i.c. 5s. Aperghis is embellishing the linear progression of the vocal line by articulating 




Figure 2-2 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 39-50), the notion i.c. 5 expressed through microtonal variations 
As the structure of the piece unfolds, the notion of i.c. 5 expands to the vertical domain. Figure 
2-3 represents an excerpt from the piece in which the composer is promoting the notion of i.c. 5 
in a linear and gradual microtonal descent. This passage foreshadows the inextricable 
relationship between linearities and verticalities in the harmonic profile of the music. Although 
the presentation of i.c. 5 encompasses the structural meaning of both perfect 4ths and perfect 
5ths, Aperghis is sonically distinguishing both intervallic entities by profoundly altering their 




Figure 2-3 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 83-92), verticalization of the notion of i.c. 5. 
The chromatic aggregate becomes a point of reference in unifying the pitch collections that 
emerge from the continuous phrasal collisions throughout the piece.  The first moment in the 
piece that could support this argument is a special duo between the two violoncellos, appearing 
for the first time, in measures 19-20. Figure 2-4 outlines the way each figurative cell is related to 
the others. Each one outlines a certain pitch collection and they are all macrostructurally 
correlated. 
 
Figure 2-4 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 19-20), the chromatic aggregate as a unifying point of reference 
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Blocks “α” with “β” and “γ” with “δ” are related under the following conditions:  
• “α” = IT7 of “β” 
• “β” = IT7 of “α” 
• “γ” = IT2 of “δ” 
  • “δ” = IT10 of “γ” 
Figure 2-5 – cross relationships among phrasal blocks 
 
“I” equals inversion and “T” refers to a transposition operation under a specific number. In 
addition to that, the combination of the “α” with the T10 of “β” instantiates the chromatic 
aggregate in the same way as the “γ” with the T7 of “δ”.  
Another interesting observation from this excerpt derives from the figurative gesture on the 
second violoncello that appears on the downbeat of measure 20; the violoncello articulates the 
microtonal oscillations between the notes G sharp and A sharp.  
 



























Although these intervallic embellishments highlight the quartet and triple-quartet G sharp and the 
A natural, it all weights more towards the A sharp. (Figure 2-6) If we accept this as a fact, then 
the presence of A sharp inside a stream of cross-related sonic blocks has a connection with the 
presentation of the twelve-tone aggregate. Considering a chromatic aggregate starting from the 
note E, the note A sharp divides it in two equal parts. In sum, the factual and theoretical presence 
of the A sharp, in this early part of the piece, can be considered as strong evidence signifying the 
conceptual existence of the chromatic aggregate as a structural referential point (Figure 2-7). 
This excerpt is repeated unchanged at numerous focal points throughout the piece, such as 
measures 31, 51, 63, 349 and 353. 
 
 
Figure 2-7 – twelve-tone aggregate and the meaning of the A sharp.  
 
The structural importance of the note A sharp is reinforced by the frequency of its appearance in 







(“α” + Τ10 of “β”) + (“γ” + T7 of “δ”)  = twelve-tone aggregate
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pitch entity upon which he is unfolding spoken text (free in rhythm) and precise rhythmic phrasal 
structures. Characteristic examples are the measures 33-34, 36, 67 and the sections that includes 
the measures 331 to 376. (Figures 2-8, 9, 10, 11) 
Figure 2-8 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 33-34) 
 




Figure 2-10 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 67) 
 
 
Figure 2-11 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 331-333) 
 
In addition to those excerpts presented, there are numerous passages throughout Contretemps, 
where Aperghis is isolating the note A sharp placing it inside dense soundscapes and giving it a 
secondary, accompanying character. Interestingly thought, the note A sharp does not appease alone 




Figure 2-12 – excerpts from Contretemps (m. 21,23,25) 
The note A sharp also plays a significant role in defining special pitch collections while 
contributing to the dynamic formulation of emblematic pc sets, as shown in figure 2-13. The 
harmonic profile of measure 18 consists of three sonic blocks, heterogenous in pitch content: the 
woodwinds, including the saxophone, the ascending line of the French horn, and the trumpet 
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with the trombone. The vertical collision of all three constitute a chromatic aggregation. 
Interestingly, however, the twelve-tone aggregate is incomplete because the note G is missing.  
This excerpt highlights two important observations. First, the linear unfolding of the French horn 
delineates the stepwise microtonal motion from B to E, an ascending intervallic motion that 
reinforces the structural importance the i.c. 5. In addition to that, the contrapuntal dialogue 
between the trumpet and the trombone outlines the pc set [0,1,6,7], a pitch collection that has a 
special role in the harmonic profile of the piece.  
 
Figure 2-13– excerpt from Contretemps (m. 18), i.c. 5, [0,1,6,7] and the chromatic aggregate 
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The note A sharp, orchestrated by the piccolo flute, the flute, and the oboe, has a bright presence 
in the harmonic spectrum of the bar thus reinforcing its sonic importance. It signifies the sonic 
and structural landmark of the twelve-tone aggregate – it divides the aggregate in two equal parts 
– while contributing to the formulation of important pc sets and intervallic axioms. 
In a continuous evolution of phrasal collisions, Aperghis is similarly addressing the same 
intervallic notions in measures twenty-nine, thirty and thirty-five. (Figure 2-14) The role of 
invariable rhythmic complementarity between the French horn and the trombone support the 
formulation of two important intervallic and harmonic axioms in the piece: the ascending and 
descending microtonal fluctuations and embellishments on the i.c. 5 – ps set [0,7] inversionally 
equivalent to [0,5] – and the pc set [0,1,6,7] as it is linearly unfolded by the French horn in 
measures thirty and thirty-five respectively.  
 
Figure 2-14 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 29,30,35), i.c. 5 and [0,1,6,7] 
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As it has already been discussed, the vocal line in measures thirty-nine to fifty outlines the same 
ascending and descending microtonal fluctuations and embellishments of the i.c. 5. (Figure 2-2)  
Focusing primarily on the brass section and the vocal line, we can draw valuable conclusions 
regarding some universal intervallic and harmonic axioms that determine the harmonic profile of 
the music. Figure 2-15 recapitulates some of those as have been described in various parts in this 
section.  
 





Figure 2-15 – schematic representation of emblematic pitch aggregations and intervallic structures,  
i.c. 5 and [0,1,6,7] 
 
The highlighted pc set E-A#-B or [0,6,7], resulting from chromatic and microtonal aggregations 
is a subset of the pc set [0,1,6,7] but we can consider it as an autonomous pc set that is indirectly 
articulated in the vocal part of this section (mm. 39-50). Although its intervallic structure is 
musically delivered as [0,6,7] – this is the normal order of the pc set - we are considering its 
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prime form and therefore we define it as [0,1,6]. This pc set encapsulates and underlines another, 
equally important interval class: the augmented fourth or i.c. 6. It is a subset of the pc set 
[0,1,6,7] and, as it has been previously discussed, it divides the twelve-tone aggregate into two 
equal parts. This can further support the assumption that the i.c. 6 and the related supersets, 
[0,1,6,] and [0,1,6,7] are intertwined with the notion of the twelve-tone aggregate. 
The next excerpt from Contretemps recapitulates most of the notions described in the previous 
figures. In measure sixty-three, Aperghis decides to repeat two characteristic phrasal blocks that 
had been expressed in the early parts of the piece; measure nineteen and the third beat of 
measure five until the third beat of measure seven. This is another example of the technique of 
phrasal collage that is implemented macrostructurally and highlights the homogeneity in the 
dramaturgical evolution of the structure.  
 
Figure 2-16 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 63-66), i.c. 5-6, chromatic aggregate and the A sharp 
[0      7]  or  [0      5]










The pitch collections described in these phrasal blocks, as well as the intervallic axioms that 
pervade these passages, underline the notion of the twelve-tone aggregate, the i.c. 5 and 6 and the 
importance of the A sharp. The phrasal collisions occurring in this excerpt is a perfect example 


























Chapter 3: Harmonic tendencies 
3. 1 On emerging verticalities 
As presented in the previous chapter, Contretemps, is characterized by the collision of 
heterogenous phrasal blocks that interact with each other outlining emblematic intervallic axioms 
and harmonic tendencies. We described interval classes, pitch-class sets, repeated notes, and 
intervallic archetypes of linear interrelationships. The twelve-tone aggregate became a point of 
structural reference in understanding the underlined intervallic structures and defining the 
meaning of specific pitch aggregation in the harmonic construction of the piece. 
As the music evolves, certain pc sets prove their structural importance by repetition and they are 
gradually formulating the generalized harmonic profile of the piece. The next excerpt describes 
the continuous evolution of the emblematic ps set, [0,1,6,7]. Figure 3-1, represents the reduction 
of a large excerpt highlighting the vertical and linear evolution of the [0,1,6,7]. 
 
 












Figure 3-1 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 165-242), [0,1,6,7] 
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The vertical exposition of the [0,1,6,7] undergoes various transpositions and repetitive processes 
or loops. The linear hypostasis of this ps set is underlined macrostructurally and it is described 
through the chromatic leap motion on the double bass. The pitch constituents of the pc set [0,1,6,7] 
undergo a gradual deformation resolving to a single note, the G sharp.  
Α new harmonic space is soon introduced in Contretemps describing an alternative framework of 
understanding the emerging verticalities and  it is the quartal harmonic space. Quartal chords are 
sonorities whose intervallic structure is based on the successive superimposition of the interval 
of perfect fourth or based on Forte’s definition the i.c. 5. The section from bars 242-330 
proceeding the cadential chromatic base line presented in figure 3-1 is gradually highlighting the 
emergence of quartal harmonic blocks articulated in the string orchestra. Quartal harmonies are 
becoming subject of further embellishment considering the microtonal motions delineated by the 
fundamental pitches of the chords. (Figure 3-2) 
 
 
Figure 3-2 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 255-256), quartal chords 
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Along with the gradual formation of the quartal chords, there is the ps set [0,1,6,7] and its subsets 
or supersets, such as [0,1,6] or [0,1,2,3,6] which are orchestrated by the rest of the orchestra. The 
two harmonic profiles appear and progress in parallel culminating to a dual harmonic space.  In 
the next excerpt, measures 274-278, Aperghis is designing a sonority texture highlighted via the 
color-coding, describing the pc set [0,1,2,3,6] (A, A#, B, C, D#). (Figure 3-3) 
 





Figure 3-3 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 274-278), pc set [0,1,2,3,6]  
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Figure 3-4 represents the vertical fragmentation of the ps set [0,1,2,6] as orchestrated on the 
accordion, the two pianos, the percussion, and the voice. Figure 3-5 shows an abstract 
representation of the [0,1,2,6] providing a color-coded description of the way it is orchestrated.  
 




Figure 3-5 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 289-290), fragmentation of the pc set [0,1,2,6,] 
 
In the following musical excerpt, Aperghis introduces the quartal chords, explicitly on the two 
pianos, without further orchestration. Figure 3-6, highlights the exposition of the quartal chords 
via the regular rhythmic hocketing that frames their rhythmical profile.   
 
 
Figure 3-6 – excerpts from Contretemps (m. 279-280), quartal chords 
 
Figure 3-7 represents the harmonic reduction of this passage, showing the correlations embedded 
in the intervallic structure of the quartal chords. The two chords presented are chromatically 
related to each other. By deconstructing their pitch collections, we can unwind the partial 
formation – we are missing the notes G and D – of the twelve-tone aggregate, starting from the 
note E. This chromatic pitch space encapsulates, intervallic axioms and pc sets already described 
in the piece, which are the i.c. 5, i.c. 6 and the pc set [0,1,6,7]. The pitch space assembles 
different instances of the i.c. 5 & 6 – we can describe these interval classes from different 
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pitches, such as the E, F, F# – and variations or supersets of the [0,1,6,7], for example the pc set 
[0,1,2,3,6] – G#, A, A#, B, D#. (Figure 3-7).  
 
 
Figure 3-7 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 279-280), quartal chords and related intervallic notions 
 
It is essential to mention that the note A sharp, a very significant pitch entity that is widely 
dispersed and continually repeated throughout the piece, is not only is of immense musical 
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importance, but is also a constructive factor in the formulation of the chromatic aggregate; it 
divides the E chromatic aggregate into two equal parts. 
The following excerpt, mm. 281-284, describes this new harmonic paradigm in its totality. The 
rhythmic profile of the voice, against rhythmically variable complementary chordal blocks, 
introduces microtonal embellishments among the pitches G sharp, A and A sharp. These pitches 
are constituents of a successive and homorhythmic texture of quartal harmonies articulated on 
the string section. (Figure 3-8) 
  
 




The microtonal fluctuations, introduced in the vocal part, have a dynamic impact on the 
formulation of the quartal harmonies; the linear trajectory, underlined by the fundamental pitches 
of the quartal chords, outlines a microtonal motion starting from the note D, leading to E and 
finally arriving at the A three-quarter sharp. (Figure 3-9) 
 
 
Figure 3-8 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 281-284), quartal harmonies (continued) 
 
 
Figure 3-9 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 281-284), linear microtonal trajectory, delineated by the fundamental 





Figure 3-9 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 281-284), linear microtonal trajectory, delineated by the fundamental 
pitches of the quartal harmonies 
 
The following excerpt describes a different manipulation of the quartal chords. From a 
macrostructural perspective we can outline two divergent trajectories: the voice, starting from the 
note A sharp, outlines an ascending, yet chromatic leap motion, including various microtonal 
fluctuations that lead to the note B. The string section, on the contrary, introduces a D sharp 
quartal chord that is repeated and prolonged until it becomes homorhythmic with the vocal part 
and adopts a linear microtonal progression that leads to a D natural quartal chord (Figure 3-10). 
What is interesting about this excerpt is the fact that we can describe two hetero-directional 
trajectories with distinct chromatic motions; the A sharp leading to B and the D sharp quartal 
chord resolving to a D natural one.  
 
 
Figure 3-10 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 286-289), divergent trajectories between the voice and the strings  
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The pitch space generated by the alternation of the two chromatically related quartal chords 
formulates the twelve-tone aggregate (Figure 3-11). As in figure 3-11, figure 3-12 describes the 
two chordal entities within a E fully-chromatic aggregate, highlighting, similarly, some of the 
intervallic principles already described in previous excerpts, including the i.c. 5, i.c. 6, the [0,1,6] 
and related supersets, and the importance of the note A sharp in the formulation and division  of 
the chromatic aggregate.   
 
Figure 3-11 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 286-289), harmonic reduction and macrostructural, chromatic 
relationship between the departing and arrival quartal chord, on the string section  
 
 
Figure 3-12 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 286-289), the notion of the twelve-tone aggregate emerging from the 
alternation of two chromatically related quartal chords 
 
Similarly, in measure 291, Aperghis introduces homorhythmic models of quartal chords in the 
soprano and the strings section, alternating among pitch aggregations articulated by the 
accordion, the two pianos and the pitched percussions. The harmonic content of these sonic 
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blocks is described in Figure 3-13; aside from the quartal chords, Aperghis is articulating C sharp 
minor seventh chords in dialogue with semi-chromatic chordal aggregations.  
 





Figure 3-13 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 291-292), quartal chords and relevant chordal structures 
 
Aperghis establishes an archetypical relationship between these quartal chords, As presented in 
figure 3-14, they are chromatically related and they are separated by a half-step motion. The 
allusion of the fully-chromatic aggregate is present again as the summation of their pitch content 
is formulating the chromatic scale.  
 
Figure 3-14 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 291), string orchestra, chromatic relationship between quartal 
harmonies 
 
But what is the actual sonification of the fully-chromatic aggregate? Is it treated as sonic 
verticality or just as a theoretical tool for reducing the linear and vertical aggregations of the 
musical surface? How does the composer actualize its harmonic potential? I believe that 
Aperghis is utilizing the twelve-tone aggregate as a framework of reduction and reference upon 
which he is formulating the linearities and the verticalities that shape the harmonic profile of the 
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piece. The generalized notion of superimposed perfect fourths in conjunction with the emergence 
of the quartal chords signify the harmonic language of Contretemps.  
The following excerpt is a characteristic example of a quartal harmonic space. (Figure 3-15) The 
note A sharp is articulated by the soprano leading a melodic descent of successive perfect 
fourths. In conjunction with the vocal part, the string orchestra is outlining homorhythmic 
verticalities, promulgating a repetitive model of C quartal harmony. The color-coded description 
in figure 3-16 represents the segmentation of pitch collections and the way in which they 
contribute to the formulation of the quartal harmonic space.   
  
Figure 3-15 – excerpt from Contretemps (m. 331-333), segmentation of pitch collections, quartal harmony and the 




The pitch collections, described in measure 331 and on, do not include the notes E and B. (Figure 
3-15) Considering these pitches as the departing and arrival points of an ascending progression 
of perfect fourths, we can design a circle of fourths and discuss the quartal harmonic space from 
a new perspective.13 The i.c. 5 – in this case the interval of perfect fifth, E-B or pc set [0,7] – that 
pervades the entire composition, now becomes the fundamental intervallic structure that 
validates the emergence of the quartal space that becomes the new dominant harmonic axiom. 
What is striking is the role of the A sharp, which has a dichotomizing role both in the notion of 
the twelve-tone aggregate and the circle of fifths; it divides the chromatic aggregate into two 
equal parts, similarly, while separating the succession of ascending fourths in two equal groups. 
The notion of the cycle of fifths in conjunction with the quartal harmonic space can help us 
define the dominant harmonic structure in Contretemps. The following excerpt, figure 3-16, 
portrays a new verticality, an aggregation whose pitch content describes the partial formation of 
the E-cycle of fifths. In this way we can assume that Aperghis introduces variations of quartal 
harmonic spaces by filtering the full unfolding of the E-cycle of fifths. In measure 346 we get the 
following aggregation: E, D, G, F, A#, D#, G#, C#, F#. Similar approaches on harmony can be 
traced in measures 367-68 and 371-72. (Figure 3-17) In these excerpts, Aperghis is articulating 
an even more limited, in successive i.c. 5, quartal harmonic space that outlines the pitch 
succession of the F, A#, D#, G#, C#, F#. Although these harmonic blocks adopt different 
rhythmic profiles, what unifies them all is their intervallic cohesion and their contribution to this 
new harmonic axiom, which is the quartal space. 
 
13 The cycle of fifths refers to the ascending or descending succession of the interval class of fifths or i.c. 5. Based 




                                                     






Figure 3-17 – excerpts from Contretemps (mm. 367-368, 371 & 372), filtered formation of the E cycle of fifths 
 
The last section of the piece, measures 376-402, portrays the vertical collision and the symbiosis 
among chromatic and microtonal linearities with quartal harmonic verticalities. The following 
figures represent the chromatic and microtonal aggregations that formulate the overall sonority 
texture of the music. They consist of two staves outlining the harmonic and intervallic reduction 
of the orchestra and the soprano respectively. The black noteheads refer to the pitch collections 
articulated by the two pianos, whereas the white noteheads refer to the pitches highlighted by the 

































Figure 3-19 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 381-384), quartal harmonies against the vocal microtonal descent 
quartal harmony
mm. 376-380
















Figure 3-21 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 389-402), quartal harmonies against the vocal microtonal descent 
 
The final section of the piece establishes the strong relationship between fully-chromatic and 













3. 2 Approaches and correlations 
An alternative way of discussing about the quartal harmonic space is via the pitch space of the 
cycle of fifths. The cycle of fifths defines the ascending or descending superimposition of perfect 
fourths or fifths or based on Forte’s theory of the succession of the i.c.5.  In figures 3.2-22 and 
3.2-23, there is the visual representation of the cycle of fifths and some of the most important pc 
sets and interval classes (i.c.) discussed in Contretemps. 
  
Figure 3.2-22 – cycle of fifths and related pc. sets and i.c. 
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The quartal harmonic space can be described through the cycle of fifths, and represents a 
different intervallic approach in the formulation of the fully-chromatic aggregate. As presented 
in figure 3-14, the chromatically related adjacent quartal chords can be described as fully-
chromatic aggregate. I believe that the emerging verticalities in Contretemps unify the intervallic 
linearities of the piece through the collision and structural relationships of the chromatic with the 
quartal harmonic space. 
 
Figure 3.2-23 – E fully-chromatic aggregate, the cycle of fifths and related pc. sets and i.c. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 
4. 1: Structuring linear verticalities 
 
As described in the previous chapters, Contretemps manifests distinct intervallic and harmonic 
tendencies. Based on their linear and vertical exposition I propose the following structural 
segmentation. (Figure 4.1-1) 
 
 
4.1-1 – general structure of Contretemps 
 
The first section predominantly exposes some of the fundamental intervallic and harmonic 
tendencies, dispersed in a continuum of interchangeable phrasal blocks. This sections can be 
further divided into three subsections, comprised of the following ideas: the i.c. 5 and its 
microtonal expositions; the pc set [0,1,6,7]; the formulation of the fully chromatic aggregate 
resulting from the linear and vertical collision of heterogenous phrasal blocks; and the presence 
of the pitch entity A sharp. (Figure 4.1-2) The resulting chromatic pitch collections bring the 
fully chromatic aggregate to the epicenter of our consideration, making it a point of reference in 
describing and understanding the emerging verticalities of the piece. The linear exposition of the 
i.c. 5, through the vocal part in measures 39-52 becomes a catalyst to establish an archetype of 
intervallic organization that affects the harmonic evolution of the piece.  
A                 B                 Transition                 C                 D                 CODA
Sections, mm:   1-72             73-164                   165-241                   242-330         346-375                376-404
subsections:       73-91














4.1-2 – summary on the intervallic archetypes of section A 
pc set: [0                                                                                6           7]
                            OR, the inversionally equivalent...
           [0          1                                                                    6]
pc set: [0   1   6   7 ]












• i.c. 5: [0                       7]
   OR
• i.c. 5:                          [0                    5]
• i.c. 5: [0                                      7], OR [0,5]
i.c. 5
• i.c. 5: [0                                                                                                            7]
                                         • i.c. 5: [0                                                                   5]
      • i.c. 5: [0                                                                                              7]
• i.c. 5: [0                                                6]
• i.c. 5: [0                                        5]
• i.c. 5: [0                                                         7] 
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Section B is characterized by the fragmented presence of the E pedal note which formulates an 




4.1-3 – Step-wire microtonal relationship between the double bass and the trombone 
 
The role of the double bass in articulating sustained E pedal notes, along with its microtonal, 
contrapuntal relationship with the trombone, highlights various distinctive structural landmarks, 
thus proposing a further subdivision of section B into three subsections.  For instance, in the first 
subsection, measures 73-91, the double bass engages in a continual microtonal dialogue with the 
trombone that leads to the end of the subsection, leaving the trombone isolated in the low 
spectrum, in unison with the soprano part. (Figure 4.1-4, similarly as figure 2-3)  
 
 
Figure 4.1-4 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 83-92), verticalization of the i.c. 5. 
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This cadential moment appears at the end of the first subsection; it is an emblematic part that 
signifies the first moment in the piece in where the i.c. 5, the interval of perfect fourth or fifth, is 
presented as a vertical and autonomous sonority. 
The second subsection, measures 92-132, finds the double bass contributing to the orchestration 
of unexpected and vertical chromatic aggregations, in unison, along with the soprano, the 
accordion and selected woodwinds. This appears in measures 99, 101 and 102. From measure 
127 and on, the double bass returns to its previous role of articulating sustained E pedal notes 
and delineating microtonal leap-motions in conjunction with the trombone.  
The final subsection, measures 133-164, eliminates the relationship between the double bass and 
the trombone, focusing primarily on the formulation of chromatic verticalities, in a similar way 
to the beginning of the second subsection. The ending of this subsection, measures 153-164, 
restores adjacent phrasal collisions, similarly to section A, recapitulating some of the already 
described emerging, prolongational linearities and related intervallic tendencies that pervade the 
piece.  
Considering the E fully-chromatic aggregate as a framework of understanding and reduction of 
intervallic relationships we can draw some interesting conclusions regarding the pitch collections 
and the phrasal collisions articulated in measures 153-164. As shown in Figure 4-5 and 4-6, there 
are two phrasal blocks in measures 153-55 and 157-60. The color-coded representations, both in 
the musical excerpts and the figure 4-7, describe the way in which the fully chromatic aggregate 
in segmented.  
Figure 4-5 highlights the note B, articulated by the piccolo, and the note C, which is the arrival 
point in the soprano part. In contrast, figure 4-6 draws our attention to the note A sharp and the 
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note G sharp, articulated in the piccolo and the first violin respectively. What is remarkable is the 
consistent repetition of specific material addressed at the beginning of the piece which are the pc 
set [0,1,6,7], referring to measures 18,28 and 30 and the i.c. 5, delineated in the same way as in 
measure 18.  
 




Figure 4.1-6 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 157-60), the notes A#, G#, the i.c. 5 and the pc set [0,1,6,7] 
 
Considering the pitch collections outlined in both phrasal blocks, we can reconstruct and revisit 
some of the intervallic interrelationships pervading the piece: the pc set [0,1,6,7], mm. 158-59 in 
the trumpet part or m. 160 in the clarinet part, and the i.c. 5. We can further underline specific 
microtonal aggregations such as those reinforcing the formulation of the i.c. 5 in the French horn 
part in measures 158-59, or those accompanying the pc set [0,1,6,7] in measure 160. (Figure 4-7) 
Additionally, we cannot disregard the notes B, the A sharp, the C and the G# that contribute to 
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the description of fundamental interval classes, namely the i.c. 5, i.c. 6 and the i.c. 4. The latter 
interval class, i.c. 4, has never been presented in any of the previous pitch collections throughout 
the piece. The attribute of this interval class proposes another type of division of the fully-
chromatic aggregate into three equal parts.  
 
 
Figure 4.1-7 – reduction of intervallic relationships and microtonal, chromatic aggregations in measures 153-160  
 
Perhaps the distinctive presence of the C and G sharp in the orchestration raises the assumption 
that they have been intentionally highlighted by the composer, in such a way as to further signify 
the importance of the chromatic aggregate as a framework of intervallic and harmonic reduction. 
Even if we cannot support this with concrete argumentation, they are in any case intertwined 
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with the structural properties of the chromatic aggregate. Finally, what is worth mentioning is 
that the chromatic aggregate is not entirely shaped due to the absence of the note G from the 
musical surface. A similar tendency has been observed in the beginning of the piece, and more 
precisely in measure 18. 
The next large section introduces massive blocks of chromatic and microtonal verticalities 
engaging the orchestra in repetitive rhythmic structures. (Figure 4.1-8, 9) The section is divided 
into two subsections, mm. 165-228 and the cadential part mm. 229-241. What defines this 
structural subdivision are the harmonic processes and prolongational procedures underlined 
throughout the musical discourse. The section starts with chromatic aggregations which are 
supersets, subsets, and variations of the pc set [0,1,6,7]. As illustrated in figure 3-1, these 
sonorities undergo various processes of repetitiveness and chromatic transpositions. In parallel, 
the double bass part underlines the macrostructural deformation of the pc set [0,1,6,7] adopting 
chromatic and microtonal micromovements while delineating the linear unfolding of an 
ascending chromatic line. (Figure 3-1) Arriving at the note G sharp, measure 229 highlights the 
small cadential subsection leading the discourse with continual chromatic and microtonal 
fluctuations in the double bass part, leading to the following new section in measure 242. 
Section C establishes the quartal harmonic space. As presented in the third chapter, quartal 
chords introduce a new view on structuring the chromatic aggregate. The microtonal fluctuations 
articulated by the double bass gradually become united with the rest of the string orchestra, 
formulating microtonally altering adjacent and homorhythmic quartal sonorities. (Figure 4.1-10) 
Chromatic aggregations and variations of the pc set [0,1,6,7] pervade the rest of the orchestra, 








Figure 4.1-9 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 185-88), chromatic and microtonal verticalities, and rhythmic 
repetitive structures 
 
A homorhythmic sense of chromatic, microtonal and quartal verticalities evolves, separating the 
orchestra into three distinct parts: the woodwinds; the keyboards with percussion instruments; 
and the soprano along with the strings. By the end of section C, we arrive at a hyper-saturated 
and chromatic harmonic space that is constructed by quartal sonorities and “quartally” related 
adjacent harmonic progressions. (Figure 4.1-13, 14) The cadential part of section C, mm. 331-45, 
isolates the soprano with the string instruments, while the soprano delineates the unfolding of 









Figure 4.1-11 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 253-54), quartal sonorities, chromatic aggregations, and variations 





Figure 4.1-12 – excerpt from Contretemps (mm. 291-92), quartal sonorities, chromatic aggregations, and variations 









Section D functions as a “macrostructural assembly” by collecting distinct phrasal blocks from 
various places throughout the piece. The harmonic concept of quartal harmonies keeps framing 
the contrapuntally related and heterogenous sonic blocks that emerge in different instrumental 
groups of the orchestra. The role of the vocal part is to macrostructurally prolong the note A 
sharp that finally resolves, in measure 376, to the note B. This is the final landmark of the piece 
that highlights the structural “coda” promoting the exposition and gradual deconstruction of 
quartal harmonic blocks that resolve to unpitched percussive sounds towards the end of the 
piece. The role of the vocal part is the unfolding of a gradual microtonal, two-octaves descent 
arriving eventually in the low G note. (Figure 3-19, 20, 21, 22) 
The proposed model of structural segmentation reflects the rate of developing linear and vertical 
structures.  Having described the underlined intervallic principles as well as the emerging 
chordal structures, I believe that Contretemps highlights the transition from linearities to 
emerging verticalities. Figure 4.1-14 represents this arching, almost schematic evolution of 
vertical sound blocks that affect the meaning and role of the fully-chromatic aggregate; it is no 
longer a static, theoretical framework of describing intervallic and harmonic reductions, but 
rather an emerging harmonic space reflected in the evolution of the quartal harmonies. Among 
the outlined interval classes pervading the piece, I believe that the i.c. 5 or simply the interval of 
perfect fourth or fifth plays the most significant role in unifying the linear correlations with the 
resulted harmonies. Therefore, it is this linking bond that alludes to the notion of “linear 






Figure 4.1-14 – Contretemps, general structure, and harmonic evolution 
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4. 2: Voice and linear prolongations 
The vocal part has a special role in the dramaturgical discourse of the piece. It is an independent 
entity that delineates characteristic pitch collections while engraving in contrapuntal dialogues 
with the rest of the orchestra.  Such dialogues usually resemble a battle, reflecting crossfading 
gestural sequences of sonic material and pitch collections or entities that are spread throughout 
the orchestral spectrum in a nearly imperceptible manner. The following is a small excerpt from 
Aperghis’ program notes on Contretemps: 
 The piece presents itself as a fight: fight between voice and instruments, fight between 
 sequences, fight between parasitic fragments. Nothing can go normally and to the end. 
 There will always be will an impediment, a diversion, a denial of what has just been 
 heard.  The linear discourse is thus undermined, in favor of a "spiral", which turns the 
 musical elements, makes them clash, makes them drift, puts them in unexpected 
 becoming. [...] The position of the voice, sometimes in the middle of the effervescence, 
 sometimes on the verge, sometimes alone, only increases the confusion.14 
 
Although this sense of heightened unpredictability and false expectancy forges a dramaturgical 
plot with obscure intervallic and harmonic content, I believe that this is one of the remarkable 
aspects of this composition; the preservation of universalities in a discourse of irregularity and 
saturation.   
The vocal part underlines a highly chromatic and microtonal discourse of adjacent step-wise 
motions. In an abstract macrostructural consideration, we can argue that it underlines emblematic 
 
14 "La pièce se présente comme un combat : combat entre la voix et les instruments, combat entre séquences, combat 
entre fragments parasites. Rien ne peut se dérouler normalement et jusqu'au bout. Toujours il y aura un 
empêchement, un détournement, une dénégation de ce qui vient d'être entendu. Le discours linéaire est ainsi mis à 
mal, au profit d'une « spirale », qui fait tourner les éléments musicaux, les fait s'affronter, les fait dériver, les met 
dans des devenirs inattendus.[…] La position de la voix, tantôt au milieu de l'effervescence, tantôt au bord, tantôt 
seule, ne fait qu'augmenter le trouble." Georges Aperghis, “Ressources.ircam.” 
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pitch entities while delineating fundamental intervallic correlations. A reductional analysis 
unravels such correlations highlighting a transparent network of pitch centricities.  
As is thoroughly presented in figure 4.2-1, the voice underlines the macrostructural relationship 
among the A sharp, the B and the E. The bandwidth of musical activity is limited to a perfect 
fifth, whereas most of the microtonal activity is articulated around the note E. Therefore, we can 
describe the formation of the intervallic succession, A#-B-E or in terms of set class theory, the pc 
set [0,1,6] or in term of interval classes the i.c. 4 and 5.  
The second section introduces a shift to the barycenter of the musical activity. The pitch 
centricity is dominated by the note G, with a deflection to the notes E, C and B. Nevertheless, the 
section focuses primarily on the note G, with multiple microtonal streams embellishing it 
throughout. The last subsection, mm. 133-164, points towards the half-step relationship between 
the C and the B, highlighting the microtonal instances of the note A sharp. From a prolongation 
perspective, it is worth mentioning that the section delineates the transition from the note G to 
the temporary arrival to the note E, while restoring the pitch centricity to the note G and finally 
leading again to the note B.  
The role of the voice, in the transition section, is to redefine the intervallic interrelationships 
established in the A section.  The microtonal activity appears primarily between the notes B and 
A sharp, whereas the oncoming highlights of the note E re-establish the relationships expressed 
in the pc set [0,1,6]. What is remarkable, however, is the persistence of the note C, that has a 
strong presence in the microtonal embellishments emerging around the notes B and A#. Section 
C prolongs the note B until the measure 330. The note E is described through intervallic micro-




Figure 4.2-1 – Contretemps, voice reduction 
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gravitational relationship towards the note B. Before the cadential part of section C, the voice 
makes a temporary leap to the notes A flat, and G but soon it returns to the B.  
While the interval of perfect fifth, or the i.c. 5, is macrostructurally outlined, the cadential part of 
section C re-instantiates the note A sharp. The voice articulates the progression of descending 
perfect fourths, as a reminiscence of the predominant quartal sonorities that pervade section C, 
and it prolongs the A sharp, dominating the discourse until the end of section D. The final 
“coda” section returns to the note B2 that underlines a microtonal descending trajectory, 
eventually moving to the lowest possible range of the soprano voice, the note G.  
At a more abstract level of prolongation analysis, we can describe predominant interval classes 
and fundamental pc sets resulting from macrostructural correlations and repetitive tendencies on 
emblematic pitch centricities. The reductional analysis reveals two pc sets, resulting from the 
macrostructural correlation of emblematic pitch centricities: the [0,1,6] or E-A#-B and the [0,4,5] 
or G-C-B. The prime form of the pc set [0,4,5] is [0,1,5] or (G-G#-C). Based on the frequency of 
persistence and repetition of specific pitch entities, I propose the following hierarchical 
placement of interval classes: first comes the i.c. 5 or E-B; second the i.c. 6 or E-A#; third the i.c. 
3; and finally, the i.c. 4 that describes the chromatic leap motion and the gravitational tension 
between the notes C with the B and the G sharp with the G natural. It is worth mentioning that 
the note G, a pitch entity that not only dominates the exposition of the vocal part but also 
highlights the end of the composition, is related with an interval class, the i.c. 3 that has never 






Figure 4.2-2 – Contretemps, description of i.c. 3,4,5,6 and pc sets through reductional, prolongation analysis 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
This analytical paper has focused on the description of intervallic and harmonic 
interrelationships that formulate the harmonic profile of Contretemps. The piece outlines the 
continual collision among heterogenous phrasal blocks that underlines chromatic and microtonal 
pitch aggregations, thus promoting a saturated, sometimes difficult to define harmonic space. In 
the epicenter of my critical thinking was the assumption that there is a global tendency that 
brings linear interrelationships in structural correlation with the emerging verticalities. Recalling 
Aperghis’s understanding of the dramaturgical discourse of the piece, quoted in the introduction 
to this essay: “My bet, by writing this score, was to release a maximum of energy thanks to the 
emergence of this constantly torn and jostled form, while creating the illusion of a plausible 
dramaturgy. 
As a result of this energetic and continual collision of material, Aperghis dares to question the 
eventual formulation of a discourse; he is probably questioning the existence of a systematic 
formal or harmonic structure. The results of my analysis strongly suggest a different conclusion.  
By no means do I aim to propose an applicable universal analytical model; however, in this 
analysis I focus on the description of those tendencies that possibly reflect the composer’s 
decision-making process regarding harmony and formal structure.   
When comparing the results of the analysis with the actual listening experience, one might well 
argue for an oxymoronic situation, because in most circumstances the findings of my analysis are 
almost inaudible. The level and rhythmic complexity, in combination with an amalgam of 
chromatic and microtonal aggregations, defines a supersaturated harmonic space that is rather 
perceived as an organic soundscape. The piece does portray an organic model of construction, 
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but how is this soundscape organized? What are the principles that govern such intervallic and 
harmonic complexities? Is it all arbitrary or not? These are some of the questions that led me 
throughout this analytical argument, and I believe that this paper portrays a plethora of 
arguments that do propose a series of emblematic archetypes that helps us to understand the 
foundations of the harmonic organization in Contretemps.   
Finally, I would like to address the role of the chromatic aggregate in the harmonic 
understanding of the piece. I believe that Contretemps is promoting a sense of duality when 
defying the role of the chromatic aggregate in the piece. Throughout my analytical approach, I 
utilized the chromatic aggregate as a framework of abstract representation of intervallic and 
harmonic principles, via pitch reduction and prolongation analysis. The evolution of the 
harmonic language of the piece, however, proposes a new consideration of the chromatic 
aggregate that reflects the intervallic structure of the emerging verticalities. The chromatically 
oriented harmonic space that characterizes the first three sections of Contretemps – I am 
referring to the pc set [0,1,6,7] and to the related supersets or subsets – is gradually sifting 
towards a new harmonic space that is defined by the quartal harmonies. This transition is gradual 
in time and tension and is graphically described in figure 4.4-2 in chapter 4. 
From a composer’s perspective, I believe that this analysis can be very inspiring, as it outlines a 
series of axioms that propose a formal approach to the harmonic organization of complex sonic 
structures. I believe that Contretemps is a composition that, regardless of its sonic image, applies 
cohesive and idiomatic archetypes of intervallic and harmonic organization. As a composer 
myself, I find this particularly intriguing, and it is my deep conviction that structuring exists in any 
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 a piece of woodblock
 megaphone
 jay Call / Wind Whistle
 
 
 1 medium size styrofoam block
 
 1 large, diamond metal plate
 
 Crotales
 Snare drum 
 Bass drum
  Miscellaneous objects: 
   • superball mallet
   • double bass bow









Amplification of the instruments.
The fixed and live electronics are triggered automatically through Max/MSP.
This version of the Max patch has been designed in order for the piece to be performed with a 
click track. The electronics, events, are triggered automatically along with the click track. This is
not a restricting method. The system can be easily adjusted, in case it is desired to have the 
events triggered with a MIDI pedal, upon request.
The Max/MSP concert patch is provided by the composer.
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x ,  z Air notes: inhale, exhale
Normal sound / half-air sound / air sound. 
Attention should be given to the indicated phonems: for example “ksouu”. 




“tongue -click”: violently release the tongue from the palate.








n /  h / i  
n       i 








x ,  z Air notes: inhale, exhale.  Slap
Normal sound / air sound with given phonems like “ksouu”n /  i 
Single hit, articulation on the metal plate with hard, wire wheel brush.
Play with the brush on the metallic plate with, cyclic and intense vertical pressure.
Execute cyclic and intense vertical pressure on a piece of styrofoam with the metallic brush.
Scrape along the hitch-pins with arounded stone or a thick shot glass.
Mute with your hand.
•     •    •   •  • ••
•• •  •   •    •     •
Produce granulated, metalic sonic textures
Prepare, mute the given pitches with paper tape.
Follow the given indications: 
    granunal ritardando










n , h ,  i , l Normal pressure / half press. / light press. (harmonic) / play on the bridge (hissing sound). 
Mute the strings / immediate scratch.
Production of detached grains: rounded bowing with intense pressure.
Slap the strings, with your left hand, on the finderboard







l Behind the bridgeOn the bridge (hissing sound)
¿
molto sul tasto / sul tasto / ordinario /sul ponticello / molto sul ponticello.MST / ST / ORD / SP / MSP 
CLB
]  [
(Half-hair & half wood col legno tratto
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‰ ‰ ≈ ≈ œ ‰
3:2œ
∑






 . ® ‰ ?
‰ ‰ ≈ .
t>
≈ t>
‰ ‰ ‰ ® t>
t>
5:4œ






 ‰ ‰ 




sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre























































































I |arco, behind the bridge
II
I |arco, behind the bridge
II
II |arco, behind the bridge
III



























































































































Ó Œ ‰ ·>
Ó Œ ‰ ·>
Ó Œ ‰ ·#>
Ó Œ ‰ ·>
Ó Œ ‰ ·>
Ó Œ ‰ ·>




Œ Œ Œ ‰ ¿
>
Œ Œ Œ ‰ ¿
>
Œ Œ Œ ‰ ¿
>
Œ Œ Œ ‰ ¿
>
00:04:07.29






















I |arco, behind the bridge
II
I |arco, behind the bridge
II
III |arco, behind the bridge
IV 
II |arco, behind the bridge
III
73
· ≈ ‰ ‰
œ=> œ= œ+
≈ ‰ . ≈





· ‰ . Œ Ó
· ≈ ‰ ‰
œ=> œ= œ+
≈ ‰ . ≈






· ‰ . Œ Ó

· ≈ ·> · ‰ . ·> · ‰ ‰ ·> ·
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
· ≈ ·
> · ‰ . ·> · ‰ ‰ ·> ·
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
› ≈ ‰ ‰ ›> ‰ ‰ . ≈ ›> Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ












5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ

¿ ‰ . ‰ œ=
> œ+ œ+ ≈ ‰ . ≈ œ=



































sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
F  sempre  
sempre sfff   
SP
SP
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre




















‰ . ·> · ‰ . ·> · ‰ .·> · ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ·> · ‰ . ·> · ‰ .·> · ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ›> ‰ . ‰ ›> ‰ ‰ . ›> ≈ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ













‰ . ≈ >
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ œ=
> œ+ ‰ . ‰ œ=
> œ+ ≈ ‰ . œ=
> œ+ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ












































































œ+> œ+ ‰ . ‰
œ+> œ+ ≈ ‰ . ≈









œ=> œ+ ‰ . ‰ œ=> œ+ ≈ ‰ . ≈ œ=> œ+ ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .·> · ‰ . ·> .· ‰ ≈ .·> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .·> · ‰ . ·> .· ‰ ≈ .·> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
›> ‰ . ‰ ›> ‰ ‰ . ≈ ›> Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
∑











‰ . ≈ >
≈ >
≈ ‰ . >
≈ >
‰ . >
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
œ=> œ+ ‰ . ‰ œ=
> œ+ ≈ ‰ . ≈ œ=
> œ+ ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





















sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre 
sff   sempre
F  sempre  
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre






œ+> œ+ ‰ . ≈







œ=> œ+ ‰ . ≈ œ=> œ+ œ+ ≈
5:4œ 3:2œ
‰ .·> ≈ .·>
5:4œ
‰ .·> ≈ .·>
5:4œ
›> ‰ . ≈ ›> ‰
∑
‰ œ












œ=> œ+ ‰ . ≈ œ=
> œ+ œ+ ≈
5:4œ 3:2œ






















Œ Œ ‰ .
5:4œ
∑
.œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#>








Œ ‰ . ≈ Œ Œ
5:4œ
b
c with rounded and vertical pressure























































Œ œ= œ+ œ+ œ# œn
3:2œ



















≈ . ‰ Œ ?
t> ®
t>















‰   ‰
b
wa-wa
.   .  . ..
/    
\    
sff
ff  sempre 
ff  sempre 
ff  sempre 
sfff/    
\    
/         \
\         /
/    


















œ+ œ+ œ# œn œ= œ+ œ+ œ# œn ≈
5:4œ 3:2œ
œ+ œ# œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œn œ# œ= œ+
5:4œ
3:2œ 5:4œ






œ œ+ œ= œn œ+ œn œ œ# œ= .œ+ œ+
3:2œ 5:4œ
‰ ‰ ≈ .œ










‰ ‰ ≈ .œ=
‰ ‰ ≈ .œ#
00:04:27.29
[ O ]
arco, ORD non vib.
arco, ORD non vib.
arco, ORD non vib.













≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
∑
œ œ> ≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ










≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
œ œ>
≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
œ œ> ≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
œ œ> ≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
00:04:28.96
≈ ≈ ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
/    




/    
\    
/    
\    
/    





/    
\    
/    
\    
/    













‰ ≈ . œ# œ œ=> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ
&
‰ ‰ ≈ .œ=
5:4œ















‰ ‰ ≈ .œ+
>
5:4œ



























































    
5Ÿ
114




≈ ® .· ®
5:4œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ ‰ œ> œ# œ+ ≈ ‰
5:4œ
‰ 
œ+ œ œ= œ+
≈ ‰
5:4œ
‰ ‰ œ#> œn œ= ≈ ‰
5:4œ
?
œ= œ> ≈ . ‰ ≈ . ·> .· ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
œ+ œ> ≈ . ‰ ≈ .· ≈ .·>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ ‰ ≈ ›> ›> › › .›>
5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ .œ# œ ‰ .
≈ œ#















œ=> œ=> œ+> œ=> œ+> œn> œ=> œ+> œ=> .œ 
5:4œ 5:4œ







œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ=> œ+> ≈ . ® Oœ++
> ..Oœ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ









/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
sff
sff
sff   sempre
sff   sempre
sff   sempre
z x
x
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
/    
\    
/    





sff   sempre














.· ≈ ≈ . ·> .· ≈ ® .· ®
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
· ≈ · · ≈ . ≈ . ·> .· ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
› .›> › .›> › ›> › › ›> › › .›>




   

Oœ ≈ . Oœ++ > Oœ Oœ
5:4œ

Oœ ..Oœ Oœ ® ≈ ..Oœ++ > Oœ
5:4œ 5:4œ



















· ≈ · · ≈ ·> .· · ® ® .· ®
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
∑
‰ ‰ ≈ .œ=
œ( ) œ
5:4œ
® ·> .· · ≈ · · ≈ ·> .· ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
.· ≈ ·
> ≈ .· ≈ .·>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
› .›> › .›> › ›> › › ›> › › .›>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ ‰ ‰ œ#
∑
∑










Oœ++ > ..Oœ ≈ ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
































































œ= œ œ œ
.· ® · .·> · ·> · · ·> · · .·>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
· ®® · .·> · ·> · · ·> · · .·>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ

















. œ=> ‰ ≈ . Oœ+j > 
Oœ
5:4œ 5:4œ
..Oœ=+ Oœ ® ≈ . ® Oœn# > 










sfff   sempre 
z x
z
z x z x z x
z x z x z x z x
x
sff
sff   sempre
/    




sfff/    
\    
sff   sempre
sff   sempre








‰ ® ·> ≈ . ‰ ‰
5:4œ
®






‰ .> ≈ . ≈ —#> > >
œ ≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
· .·> ® ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ




≈ . ® œ> ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ‰ ‰ ≈ . œ> ® ‰
5:4œ
œä








































F  sempre  








































































































‰ ® ›> ≈ . ‰ ›> ≈ .
5:4œ

















sfff   sempre
sff   sempre
p  sempre
F  sempre  
∑
∑





















> > > > > > > >






















> > > > > > > >







































































—# > > > ≈ Œ




























































‰ .> ≈ . ≈ —#> > >
∑
® .·> ® ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
® .·> ® ‰ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
›> ≈ . ‰ ‰ ‰
≈ . ® œ> ‰ ‰ ‰



















 ‰ ≈ . ® ‰
5:4œ



























































›> ≈ . ≈ . ® ›> ‰ ‰
5:4œ















sfff   sempre








‰ ‰ ≈ ›> ≈ ‰
5:4œ


















‰ ® ›> ≈ . ‰ ›> ≈ .
5:4œ


















≈ . ® ›> ‰ ≈ . ›> ® ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ















































≈ ›> ≈ ‰ ® ›> ≈ . ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
















F  sempre  
p  sempre
p  sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
∑
∑




›> ≈ . ‰ ‰ ‰
® œ> ≈ . ≈ œ> ≈ ≈ . œ> ® ≈ . ® œ>







































































































sfff   sempre

























































































































































































































































































Œ Œ ‰ .·
5:4œ
®.> ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
‰ .> ‰ ‰ .·#> · · ‰ Œ5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ .b > ‰ . Œ Œ Œ5:4œ
Œ ‰ .> ‰ · ·> ‰ Œ5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ ‰ .> ‰ . · · ·> ‰ Œ3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ ‰ .
5:4œ
∑










œ œ œ œ
≈ –> .–> – .–> – Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ








II |arco, 1/2 CLT
/         \
















/    
\    
xinhale 
z"kshουυ"/    \    
/    
\    
s
c II  |rounded, uneven
         III |vertical pressure
/    
\    
#
#
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 












œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
∑
Œ ‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
œ
‰ –> –> –> – ‰ Œ ≈ –> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




/    
\    sfffp








œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
∑
‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
–> – ‰ Œ ‰ –> –> –> – ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




qsssssswwqqwwqwqs qsssssswwqqwwqwqsqwsqssssqssssssww Œ ‰ .·
5:4œ
∑






Œ Œ ‰ . ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ
œ .œ œ .œ œ .œ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑










Œ Œ ‰ –> –> –> – ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ ≈ –> –> – – ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
00:05:49.37
Œ Œ Œ ‰ . ≈
5:4œ
/    





/    












































Œ ‰ . ≈ ›> › ›
5:4œ















‰ . N ‰ –
> – – .–>
5:4œ
5:4œ
‰ . N ‰ . –
>5:4œ




‰ . ≈ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
/    









/    
\    
/    
\    
 \
 /
c I  
         II c I  
         II 
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted




( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 

























– .–> –> –> –> ≈ Œ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
.– –> .– –> – –> –> –> Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ









. ≈ Œ .·> ‰ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ .> ‰ Œ Œ5:4œ
Œ ‰ . ·#> Œ Œ
5:4œ
Œ Œ ≈ .b > ‰ . Œ5:4œ
‰ . ·> Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
Œ .·> ‰ Ó
5:4œ




Œ Œ Œ ‰ . ≈ œ
5:4œ




‰ . ≈ œœb











‰ . –> –> – .–> – ‰ . ‰ . ≈
t>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
B









Œ Œ Œ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
/    
\    
c with rounded and vertical pressure
/    



























































































≈ œ œ> ≈ ‰ .·> · · ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ œ œ> ≈ ‰ .·> · · ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ›> ‰ . ‰ ›> ‰ Œ ≈ ›> ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑





‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .
hhU> hh ‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
‰ .
hhU> hh ‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
‰ .
hhU> hh ‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
‰ .

































III  |muted, 1/2 ric.
IV
/    
\    
/    




























Œ Œ Œ ‰ . ·> ·#
5:4œ
∑






Œ Œ Œ ‰ . œ#> œn
5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ . œ#> œn
5:4œ
Œ ≈ ›> ‰ . ‰ ›> ‰ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ





‰ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ .
hhU>
5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ .
hhU>
5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ .
hhU>
5:4œ
















≈ ·> . ≈ ·> ≈ .·>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ . .> ≈ Œ Œ5:4œ
‰ . h#fl5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ≈ .> Œ Œ Œ5:4œ
∑
∑
≈ ›> ‰ . ‰ ›> ‰ Œ ≈ ›> ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑





‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
hh ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
hh ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
hh ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
hh ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
00:06:16.04
≈ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ







F  sempre  
( sff  )!
( sff  )!




















































≈ ·> ≈ .·> ≈ ·>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ . .> ≈ Œ Œ5:4œ
h# 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ≈ .> Œ Œ Œ5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ .·
5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ .·
5:4œ























F  sempre  
xinhale 
xinhale 
( sff  )! sempre 







‰ . ≈ .> ‰5:4œ
· ® .> ≈ ® .> ≈
·
.# > ≈ .> ‰
5:4œ

















‰ ‰ ≈ ®
5:4œ
SP, CLB ]sff/    




( sff  )! sempre, poss.
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
/    
\    
/    
\    
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
sff
96
.> ® ¿> .> ‰ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ ≈ .> ¿> .> ® ¿> .> ≈ . .> ® ¿> .> ®5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ≈ h#> ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ . ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ












5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
–> –> –> – .–> – –> –> .–>
® .–> –> 
– .– – –>

– .– – –> .– – –>

– .– – –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ

‰ Œ Œ Œ
00:06:23.96
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
sff   sempre
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
* percussive
   keys.

































® .> ® ≈ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ ≈ .> ¿> .> ® ¿> .> ≈ . .>5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
5:4œ
≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
∑
≈ œ> œ ≈ œ ‰ œ ‰ ≈ œ ‰ . ‰ œ ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Ó Œ ‰ . ≈
5:4œ




– –> .– – .–> – –
5:4œ 5:4œ
– .–> – – –> .– –
5:4œ 5:4œ
.– – –> – – – .–>
5:4œ 5:4œ





≈ ‰ . Œ ‰ . ≈ Œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
F  sempre  
sff   sempre
( sff  )!






( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
b
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
97 98
® .> ® ≈ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ ≈ .> ¿> .> ® ¿> .> ≈ . .>5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
5:4œ
≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
≈ .
5:4œ
≈ œ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
> ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
∑
– –> .– –> .–> – –>
5:4œ 5:4œ
– – –> .– – –> –> – –> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




≈ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
π
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
Slow: 
distinguishable grains
/    





































≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




.– – –> – – –> .– .–> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
– –> .–> – –> –> œ –> – –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





F  sempre  
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
® . ® ≈ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ ≈ .> ¿> .> ® ¿> .> ≈ . .>5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
5:4œ
≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




– – –> .– .– – –> .– –> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
– –> .–> – .–> –> –> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ


































































– – – .–> –
5:4œ
– – – .–> –
5:4œ






F  sempre  
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
100
Œ Œ ® ¿> .> ≈ ¿> ¿> ‰ . .>5:4œ
Œ Œ ≈ ≈ .> ‰ ® .> ≈ ‰3:2œ
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ‰3:2œ
Œ Œ ·> · ‰


























xinhale ( sff  )!





( sff  )!
( sff  )!









































sff  / p
sff  / p
sff  / p























œb œ œb ≈ ‰ œn> œn œb
5:4œ 3:2œ




œ ® œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ



















œ+ œ+ œ+ œ+ œ+ œ+ œ+ œ= œ+
> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ












/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    






















































> ‰ . h# ‰
5:4œ
5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ ≈ .> ‰ . ‰ . .> ≈5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ œ> œ ‰ œ> Œ Œ
5:4œ
Œ œ#> œ# ‰ œ#> Œ Œ
5:4œ
Œ Œ ›> ‰ ›> ≈ ‰ ›> ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ









Œ Œ ‰ œœb >



























œ# Œ Ó ?
171
00:06:49.58




















/    












/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
qsssssswwqqwwqwqsq
xspittle rattle
/    
\    





F  sempre  
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
105 106
‰ ≈ ≈ ¿>





Œ ≈ .> ‰ . ‰ . .> ≈ Œ5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ ‰ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ .> ‰ . ‰ .> ‰ ‰ . ≈ .>5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
∑
›> ‰ . ›> ‰ ›> ‰ ≈ ›> ‰ ›> ‰ . ›> ≈


















/    
\    
· ‰ . ‰ ¿>
¿> ·
5:4œ
.> ‰ . ‰ .> ‰ ‰ . ≈ .> Œ5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ≈ .> ‰ . ‰ . .> ≈ Œ5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
∑
≈ ›> ‰ . ›> ‰ ›> ≈ ‰ ›> ‰ ›> ‰ . ›>




















/    
\    
/    






























































Œ ≈ . ¿>
¿> · . ≈ Œ
5:4œ
5:4œ
≈ .> ‰ . ‰ . .> ≈ Œ .> ‰ .5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ h# ‰ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
.> ‰ . ‰ .> ‰ ‰ . ≈ .> Œ5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ ‰ . ·> ·
5:4œ
Œ Œ ‰ . ·> ·
5:4œ








Œ Œ ‰ œœb>
≈ Œ
t>










F  sempre  
xinhale 
xinhale ( sff  )!






/    
\    
I |CLB, ric
II
/    






























‰ . ≈ œ> ‰
5:4œ
00:07:02.91
‰ . ≈ ‰
5:4œ




/    



























‰ . –> – .–> – –> –> –
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ≈ –> .– –> –> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ






arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.







































































≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
∑
≈ œ> œ ≈ œ ‰ œ ‰ ≈ œ ‰ . ‰ œ ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ . ≈ œ
ä
5:4œ




– –> .– – .–> – .–> .–> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
– .–> – – –> .– – –> .–
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





F  sempre  
sff   sempre
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.




sempre sff   
® .> ® ≈ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ ≈ .> ¿> .> ® ¿> .> ≈ . .>5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
5:4œ
≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
≈ .
5:4œ
≈ œ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
– –> .– –> .–> – –>
5:4œ 5:4œ
– – –> .– – –> –> – –> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




≈ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
π





































≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
∑
≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
.– – –> – – –> .– .–> –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
– –> .–> – –> –> œ –> – –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





F  sempre  
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
sff   sempre
∑
∑







– – .–> –> – –> .–> –
5:4œ 5:4œ
– – .–> –> – –> .–> –
5:4œ 5:4œ

















































































































F  sempre  
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
≈ . ¿> .> ® ¿> ¿> ≈ . .>5:4œ

‰ ≈ .> ≈ ‰3:2œ
® ≈ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ ≈ .> ® ≈ .> ≈3:2œ
≈ ·> ·
≈ ·> ·





– –> – ‰ &
– –> – ‰ B




/    
\    
xinhale 
xinhale 
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
( sff  )!














































sff  / p
sff  / p
sff  / p


















· ·# ·# ·n ·# ·n ≈ ·
> ·# ·n ·n ·#
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
∑




·# ·# ·n ·
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
∑
œb œ œ œb œ œ# ≈ œ#> œn œ# œ# œn
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œn œ œ# œn œ œ# ≈ œ




œ ® œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ





































/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    





































/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
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‰ ‰ · ·












Œ ‰ ≈ t
>




































≈ œ œ# œ= œ+ œn œn œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œn œ# œ= œ+ œ+
5:4œ
3:2œ 5:4œ 3:2œ 5:4œ
.# > ‰ . Œ Œ
≈ œ+ œ= œ#




· · ‰ . Œ ·#>
æ ‰ .
5:4œ
· · ‰ . Œ ·>
æ ‰ .
5:4œ






œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




















≈ œ+ - œ=- œn- œ# - œ+- œ œ=- œn-
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
00:07:29.58





ff  sempre  
ff  sempre  
ff  sempre  z"chrou"
z"chrou"sff   sempre
sff   sempre
116

œ# œ= œ+ œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œ# œn œ= œ+

œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œ# œn œ= œ+
3:2œ 5:4œ 3:2œ 3:2œ 3:2œ
œ# œ œ# œ= œ+ œn œn œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œn œ# œ= œ+ œ+ œ œn œ# œ= œ+ œn
5:4œ
3:2œ 5:4œ 3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
w















Œ Œ Œ œ> ‰ .
.œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#> .œ#> œ#>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





























œ# - œ+- œ=- œ œn- œ# - œ+- œ=- œn- œ œ# - œ+-









































































œ+ œ#> ≈ ·n ·# ·n œ# œ œ= œ+ œ+ œ#
5:4œ
3:2œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œ œ+> ‰ . œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œn
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œ œ#>




œ+ œ+> ‰ .













‰ . œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ






























‰ . ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
/    
\    

















I  |arco, MSP
II

















œ ≈ ‰ Œ








œ# œn ‰ . Œ
5:4œ
.œ œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ























.œ œ ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
.œ œ ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
00:07:37.08
/    
\    
sff
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    












‰ . ≈ œ#
∑
∑


































‰ . œb œ œ# Œ Ó
5:4œ 3:2œ
‰ . ·> · · ‰ . Œ
5:4œ
œ ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ .
5:4œ
‰ . ≈ ›> .›> ›> ›> › ›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . œ> ≈ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





































/    
\    
sff   sempre
z"kshουυ"












/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    












sfff   sempre
.. . . .. . . ..
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre























































































































I |1/2 CLB ric.
II [
.. . ... .















































· ‰ . Œ ® ¿> .> ≈ ¿> ¿> ‰ . .>5:4œ
Œ ·> ·
.> ‰ ® .> ≈ ‰
3:2œ
≈ h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ . ·> · .> ≈ ‰ .> ‰5:4œ 3:2œ
Ó ·> · ‰






œ ≈ œ œ ‰ Ó
5:4œ






















( sff  )! sempre 
remove the reed
remove the reed
( sff  )!
( sff  )!xinhale 
xinhale ( sff  )!





( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
xinhale 
( sff  )!


















































sff  / p
sff  / p

















































































· ·# ·# ≈ ≈ . ·n
>











œb œ œ ≈ ≈ . œb> œ œ# œ# œn ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





œ> ® œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ

















œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ=> œ+
> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ







‰ ‰ ≈ ≈
3:2œ
sfff/    




/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
sfff   sempre
sempre  fff  
sempre  fff  
124













‰ ‰ œ#> œ œ# ‰ œ#> œn
5:4œ
3:2œ



















œœ# ‰ ≈ .
hhU>
5:4œ
























/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    











/    













‰ .> ‰ ‰ . ≈ .> Œ ≈ .> ‰ .5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . h# ‰ ‰5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ .> ‰ . ‰ . .> ≈ Œ .> ‰ .5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ·> ≈ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
‰ . ·> ≈ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ










hh”> ‰ . ‰ . ≈ . ≈ ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
hh”> ‰ . ‰ . ‰ . . ≈5:4
œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ








/    
\    
F  sempre  
( sff  )!





F  sempre  
F  sempre  
F  sempre  
F  sempre  
qsssssswwqqwqw
b .. .  .  .   .   .   
sff
c I /II 
c I /II 











































    
   
    
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‰ ‰ ≈ ¿>
¿> · ‰ .
5:4œ
5:4œ
‰ . .> ≈ Œ .> ‰ . ‰ .> ‰5:4œ 5:4œ
h# ‰ ≈ ≈ ‰5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ‰ ‰ . ≈ .> Œ ≈ .> ‰ .5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
∑
≈ ›> ‰ ›> ‰ . ›> ≈ ≈ ›> ‰ . ›> ‰ ›> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ









‰ . ‰ ‰ . ‰ ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ‰ . ‰ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





Œ Œ Œ ‰ . ≈
5:4œ
/    
\    
F  sempre  
F  sempre  
F  sempre  
qsssssswwqqwwqw qsssssswwqqwwqwqsqwsqssss
b .. .  .  .   .   .   . 
F  sempre  
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
/    
\    
sff
F  sempre  












‰ . ≈ ≈ ‰ . ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ‰ . . ≈ ‰ .
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . ‰ . ≈ ‰ . ≈ ≈






















‰ . ‰ . t
> t>5:4œ 5:4œ
B






























































≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
∑
≈ œ> œ ≈ œ ‰ œ ‰ ≈ œ ‰ . ‰ œ ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ Œ Œ ‰ . ≈ œ
ä
5:4œ






‰ ‰ t> ≈
t>
≈ ‰ . t> ‰
t>
‰
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® t>
t>
‰ ≈ t> ≈
t>















‰ ‰ . –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
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00:08:04.79




sempre sfff   
F  sempre  
sff   sempre
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )! sempre 
sff/    
\    
]
sfff   sempre 
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
CLB, string muted
sfff   sempre
IV, CLB ricochet
128
® .> ® ≈ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ .> ® ¿> .> ‰ ≈ .> ¿> .> ® ¿> .> ≈ . .>5:4œ

5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
5:4œ
≈ .> ≈ ‰ ® .> ≈ . ‰ ® .> ≈ . ® .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈3:2œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
® .> ≈ ‰ ≈ .> ‰ ≈ .> ≈ .> ≈ .> ‰
≈ . ® .#> ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# > ≈ . ® .# > ‰ ≈ . ® .# >5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ ‰ .> ≈ .> ‰ .>
≈ > .
5:4œ
≈ œ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä ≈ .œ
ä œä
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ > ≈ > ‰ > ‰
. >
‰ . ≈ t> ‰ .
t>
≈ .–> – –> .– –> –>











≈ –> – –> .– – –> – –>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ




≈ ‰ . Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
π

















































































































≈ ‰ . ‰ ‰ 
5:4œ
sempre sfff   
F  sempre  
sempre sfff   
place the reed
place the reed





































‰ . ≈ œ> ‰
5:4œ
00:08:13.54
/    








































œ œ# œn œ œ#> ≈
5:4œ
®
œ# œn œ œ# œn> ≈
5:4œ
®
œ+ œ= œ+ œ+ œ=> ≈
5:4œ














œ+> œ+> œn> œn> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+>
5:4œ
®
œ=> œ+> œn> œ#> œ=> œ+> œ+> œ=>
5:4œ
® œ=
> œ+> œ#> œn> œ+> œ=> œ=> œ+>
5:4œ



















































































≈ ›> › .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ











≈ ≈ ‰ ≈
























sempre sfff   
sff   sempre
sfff   sempre
z"chrou"
z"chrou"sempre sff   
sempre sff   
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre









·æ ≈ ·# æ> ·
≈ .·# æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
·æ ≈ ·æ> ·
≈ .·æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
› .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ













































› .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ





























·æ ≈ ·# æ> ·
æ ≈ .·# æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
·æ ≈ ·æ> ·
æ ≈ .·æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
› .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ















































































‰ Œ Œ Œ





≈ ‰ ‰ ‰ Œ ‰ ‰
‰ >

















sfff   sempre 
sfff   sempre 
sfff   sempre 
sff
sff




















































































































Œ Œ Œ œn> ‰ .
00:08:38.12
≈ ≈ ‰ Œ Œ
3:2œ
sfff   sempre
sfff
137 138
‰ . · ·# ·n œ# œ œ= œ+ œ+ œ#
5:4œ
3:2œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
Œ œ+ œ# œn œ+ œ+ œn
5:4œ
3:2œ

















‰ . œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ


























hh ‰ ≈ œ#
5:4œ
00:08:41.46





I  |arco, MSP
II






























œ ≈ ‰ Œ








œ# œn ‰ . Œ
5:4œ
.œ œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
.œ œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
∑



















.œ œ ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
.œ œ ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
00:08:43.12
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
sff
/    





















































































‰ . ≈ œ#
∑
∑






























> ·# ·n ·# ·n
‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
3:2œ
‰ . œb> œ œ# œn œ ‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ 3:2œ
?
‰ . ·> · · ‰ . Œ
5:4œ
œ ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ .
5:4œ
‰ . ≈ ›> .›> ›> ›> › ›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . œ> ≈ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œŒ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ

































‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
00:08:45.83
‰ . ≈ Œ Œ
5:4œ





/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    








sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
b
sfff   sempre
.. . . .. . . ..
/    
\    
sff   sempre
z"kshουυ" \ /
z"kshουυ"





















› .›> ›> › .›>
5:4œ 5:4œ
∑













































.› ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ
∑



































































































· ‰ . Œ ® ¿> .> ≈ ¿> ¿> ‰ . .>5:4œ
Œ ·> ·
.> ‰ ® .> ≈ ‰
3:2œ
≈ h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ . ·> · .> ≈ ‰ .> ‰5:4œ 3:2œ
Ó ·> · ‰






œ ≈ œ œ ‰ Ó
5:4œ























( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
( sff  )! sempre 
remove the reed
remove the reed
( sff  )!
( sff  )!xinhale 
xinhale ( sff  )!






( sff  )!





xinhale F  sempre  
fast
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
b













































sff  / p
sff  / p








sempre sfff   
sempre sfff   
sff   sempre
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· ·# ·# ≈ ≈ . ·n
>















œb œ œ ≈ ≈ . œb> œ œ# œ# œn ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ





œ> ® œ> ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ















œ+> œ#> œ+> œ+> œ+> ® œ=> œ+> 
œ+> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ
œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> ® œ+> œ=> œ+
> ≈
5:4œ 5:4œ






sfff/    




/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
place the reed
sfff   sempre
place the reed
sfff   sempre






















































œœ# ‰ ≈ .
hhU>
5:4œ























/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    












/    





































































√ √ √ √
`
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œœœœ ≈ œ+ œ+








œœœœœ ≈ œ+ œ+&
œ œ# œ# œ# œn ‰ ≈
5:4œ











hh ® ≈ ‰
5:4œ
hh ® ≈ ‰









ff  sempre 
ff  sempre 
ff  sempre 
ff  sempre 
sempre sfff   
sempre sff   
sempre sff   
sfff   sempre
147
·= ·+ ·+ ≈ ‰ · ·# · ·# ·n
5œ:2œ
5:4œ













œ+ œ= œ+ œ= œ+
5œ:2œ 5:4œ













‰ ® œ# .œ œ> ≈ .
5:4œ









≈ . ‰ ‰
œ=> > œ+> ≈ ®
hhU> . hh” ≈ .
5:4œ 5:4œ
œ+> > œ=> ≈ ®




hhU> . hh” ≈ .
5:4œ 5:4œ
œ+> > œ=> ≈ ®
hhU> . hh” ≈ .
5:4œ 5:4œ
00:08:59.79
≈ ≈ ® ≈ . ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
/    
\    
/    
\    
ƒ
ƒ
/    
\    
/    





sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
















·# ·n · ≈ ≈
5:4œ





œ+ œ= œ+ ≈ ≈
5:4œ
≈ ≈ . œ
5:4œ











œ=> > œ+> ≈ ≈
5:4œ


















® · ·# ·n · ·#> ≈
5:4œ
®
œ# œn œ œ# œn> ≈
5:4œ
®
œ+ œ= œ+ œ+ œ=> ≈
5:4œ
® œ+ œ+ œ= œ+ œ=> ≈
5:4œ
œ> ≈ . ‰
œ> ≈ . ‰










œ+> œ+> œn> œn> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+>
5:4œ
®
œ=> œ+> œn> œ#> œ=> œ+> œ+> œ=>
5:4œ
® œ=
> œ+> œ#> œn> œ+> œ=> œ=> œ+>
5:4œ













/    
\    
/    

































































> œ+ œ+ ‰ ≈ œ=





























≈ ›> › .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ




































sempre sfff   
sff   sempre
sfff   sempre
z"chrou"
z"chrou"sempre sff   
sempre sff   
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre





sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre


















> œ+ œ+ ‰ ≈ œ#
>




















·æ ≈ ·# æ> ·
≈ .·# æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
·æ ≈ ·æ> ·
≈ .·æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
› .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ



















































≈ œ=> ≈ œ+> ≈ œn
>































› .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ













































≈ œ#> ≈ œ+> ≈ œ=> ‰ ‰
5:4œ3:2œ

·æ ≈ ·# æ> ·
æ ≈ .·# æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
·æ ≈ ·æ> ·
æ ≈ .·æ>
5:4œ 5:4œ
› .›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ


















































































≈ ≈ .n > ≈ .# > ≈ ‰ .n > ≈ .5:4
œ 3:2œ












‰ ® .·> ® ‰
5:4œ
› ≈ ‰ ›> ≈ . ‰
∑

























≈ ‰ ‰ ‰
sempre sfff   
sfff   sempre
sff   sempre












sfff   sempre
z
sempre sff   
"kshουυ"
xinhale, sempre
sfff   sempre 5





sempre sff   




≈ . · ® ·






‰ ‰ ≈ ≈ œ>
‰
3:2œ




® .·> ® ‰ ® .·> ® ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
® .·> ® ‰ ® .·> ® ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
›> ® ≈ ‰ ›> ≈ . ‰
∑













≈ . t> 
t>












‰ ® > œ> ≈ ‰ ® > ® œ> ®
5:4œ 5:4œ
00:09:11.25





≈ . · ® ·







≈ ≈ ≈ œ>
3:2œ
‰ .> ≈ . ‰ .> ≈ .




® .·> ® ‰ ® .·> ® ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
® .·> ® ‰ ® .·> ® ‰
5:4œ 5:4œ
›> ® ≈ ‰ ›> ≈ . ‰
∑













































≈ >  



















≈ . ‰ ‰
00:09:14.58
≈ ‰ ‰
( sff  )!






















































































‰ . ≈ œ#
∑
∑
‰ œ œ ≈
5:4œ
®









































‰ . œb> œ œ# Œ Ó
5:4œ 3:2œ
?
‰ . ·> · · ‰ . Œ
5:4œ
œ ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ ≈ ·> ‰ .
5:4œ
‰ . ≈ ›> .›> ›> ›> › ›> ›> › .›> ›>
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
‰ . œ> ≈ Œ Œ Œ
5:4œ
≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ
5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ










































/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    








sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sff   sempre
sff
/    
\    






















› .›> ›> › .›>
5:4œ 5:4œ
∑
























‰ œ> ‰ ‰
3:2œ
00:09:20.21
≈ ≈ ‰ ‰
3:2œ
[I |1/2 CLB ric.II [
sff















.› ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
5:4œ
∑






























































































≈ h# ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ 5:4œ
Œ ‰ . ·> · œ> ≈ ‰ œ> ‰5:4œ
3:2œ
&
Ó ·> · ‰






œ ≈ œ œ ‰ Ó
5:4œ





















≈ ‰ . Œ Œ
5:4œ
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
fastb
xinhale 
xinhale ( sff  )!





( sff  )! sempre 
( sff  )!
( sff  )!
x
( sff  )!





F  sempre  
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
( sff  )! sempre, poss.
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted
arco, on the bridge:
strings muted

















‰ . œ+> œ+ œ= ≈
5:4œ





































sff  / p
sff  / p





z"chrou"sempre sff   
sempre sff   
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre









œ+> œ+ œ= ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
≈ ·#>
æ ≈ ® ·#>




æ ≈ ® ·>









‰ ® œ> ≈ . ‰
5:4œ









œ=> œ=> œ+> œ=> œ+> œn> œ=> œ+> œ=> ≈
œ+
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œ+> œ#> œ+> œ+> œ+> œn> œ=> œ+> œ+> ≈
œ=
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ=> œ+> ≈ œ+
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ






≈ ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
/    
\    
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre
sfff   sempre










œ+> œ+ œ= ≈ ‰ ‰
5:4œ
‰ ® ·#>
æ ≈ . ‰
5:4œ
‰ ® ·>








® œ> ≈ . ‰ ® œ> ≈ .
5:4œ 5:4œ










œ=> œ=> œ+> œ=> œ+> œn> œ=> œ+> œ=> ≈
œ+
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œ+> œ#> œ+> œ+> œ+> œn> œ=> œ+> œ+> ≈
œ=
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ+> œ=> œ+> ≈ œ+
5:4œ 5:4œ 3:2œ
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